The modernized ACE Military Guide by the American Council on Education (ACE) is a new interactive web application that facilitates the award of academic credit to students based on their military learning experience.

While retaining the hallmark display of the summary information and credit recommendations produced during ACE’s 60+ years of evaluating military learning, the modernized ACE Military Guide now also introduces innovative features and never-before-available data to bring new value to academic institutions, learners, and all other users.

**WHAT’S NEW?**

**Reimagined Search Experience**
Easily find information in one click. The newly designed ACE Exhibit was created with academic institution collaborators.

**Dedicated Tools for Institutions**
Advanced features allow academic users to evaluate a student’s military learning to award credit and bring colleagues together in a streamlined workflow.

**Automated Student JST Upload**
Military learners can jump-start their educational decisions by uploading their Joint Services Transcript (JST) to immediately see all relevant ACE data.

**Never-Before-Available Data**
Access the newly developed ACE Standardized Taxonomy, historical data on credit awarded to military learners by your institution and others.

**LEARN MORE**
Visit www.acenet.edu/militaryguide to start streamlining your processes for awarding credit to military learners.